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CATESOL Los Padres Spring Conference  
April 29, 2017 
Santa Barbara City College  
Santa Barbara, CA 

 

PRESENTATION ABSTRACTS 
 

 

Session 1  10:15 – 11:00     Location:  Room  H304                             45 min 

 

Developing Reflective Practitioners through Action Research in TESOL                           
Workshop 
By:  Sarina Molina - University of San Diego                                                                 G 
 
This workshop is intended for all teachers interested in deepening their instructional practice 
through reflective structures embedded within the cyclical process of Action Research, where 
questions originate from the problems presented within authentic teaching contexts. 
Participants will have the opportunity to consider an issue or question arising from their own 
contexts and come up with possible interventions for implementation in their own classrooms 
through engaging in dialogue with colleagues grouped by topic or proficiency level. 
 
 
Session 1  10:15 – 12:00     Location:  Room  H305   *double Session*       90 min                               

 
Building Classroom Bridges Across Cultural Gulfs                                 
Workshop   
By:  Steven R Van Hook - California Lutheran University              E, S, A, CC, IC, C/U, IEP, G, TEL               
  
Educators of international students are frequently challenged with a clashing diversity of 
cultures. This presentation considers what sorts of themes and images might resonate across 
nationalities and cultures, and applies them to instructional tactics for more effective learning 
in international classrooms. 
 
 
Session 1  10:15 – 11:00     Location:  Room  H306                                45 min 

 
Get Kahoot!                          
Demonstration 
By:  Jacob Skelton - Los Angeles Mission College                    E, S, A, CC, C/U, IEP, G, TEL 
 
Are you tired of asking your students to put their smartphones away during class? With Kahoot, 
now you can put those little machines to good use. Similar to clickers but without all the hassle, 
Kahoot is a fun and FREE way to informally assess your students’ comprehension of important 
topics.                                  
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Session 1  10:15 – 11:00              Location:  Room H307                                                     45 min 

 
Beyond “Jazz Chants”: Breaking Down the Elements of Native-like English Rhythm 
Workshop         
By:  Randall Rightmire - UCSB                                                                          A, CC, C/U, IEP, TEL, TEW 
               
Rhythm is an essential element of native-like pronunciation. What are the elements of good 
English speech rhythm? How can they be taught in an engaging and effective way? This 
workshop will introduce or deepen an understanding of rhythm among teachers of 
pronunciation, or those who wish to incorporate more pronunciation instruction into the 
teaching of any ESL/EFL course. 
(All Levels) 
          
 
 

Session 2  11:15 – 12:00     Location:  Room H304                                45 min 

 
Checking In and Connecting with Your Students      
Demonstration 
By:  Andria Kaiser - Allan Hancock College                                                                               A, CC, C/U  
  
CHECK IN with students at any time during instruction to quickly assess before moving on to the 
next lesson. Keep students engaged and focused with personal whiteboards. They’re quick and 
versatile. Students love the immediate feedback! CONNECT with students by holding student-
teacher conferences twice a semester. Strategies for implementation and use during the 
semester will be discussed. Conference sheet samples are provided. This presentation is 
appropriate for all levels of students across academic programs. 
 
 
 
 
 

Session 2  11:15 – 12:00                 Location:  Room   H306                             45 min 

 
TED Talks: Communication and Presentation Skills in the 21st Century Superpower 
Workshop 
By: Steven Maggiore - National Geographic Learning                                                    A, CC, C/U, IEP 
 
Inspiring thinkers and innovators share their ideas on the TED stage generating billions of views 
at TED.com. Come explore practical strategies TED speakers use to spread new ideas and learn 
how TED Talks can be used to help learners improve their speaking and presentation skills, all 
while broadening their knowledge. 
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Session 2   11:15 – 12:00                Location:  Room   H307                             45 min 

 
Techniques for Teaching Pronunciation                                                  
Workshop 
By:  Robin Corcos and Jaime Purves - UCSB                           A, CC, C/U, IC, TEL, NNL TEW  
 
Searching for new ideas for including pronunciation in your teaching of oral communication 
skills? Join us as we discuss effective teaching techniques from multiple disciplines, including 
specific software and linguistic theory application. Come eager to share ideas or challenges you 
may have experienced. This workshop is appropriate for intermediate to advanced levels. 
 
 
 
Session 3   1:30 – 2:15               Location:  Room   H304                             45 min 

 
1,000 Words: Using Images to Foster Vocabulary Comprehension and Speaking Skills 
Demonstration 
By: Joshua Steward - ELS                                                                                              S, A, CC, IEP, G                                
                         
This presentation will demonstrate two effective in-class activities that not only disrupt the 
tedium of bookwork, but also require little preparation time. The first is designed to enhance 
vocabulary comprehension and usage through image associations, and the second is designed 
to promote speaking comprehension and confidence using short video segments along with 
targeting grammatical forms. While it is designed for intermediate level learners, it can be 
modified to fit various levels. 
 
 
 
Session 3   1:30 – 2:15                Location:  Room H305                                        45 min 

 
Creative Writing Activities                                    
Demonstration/workshop 
By:  Andreea Nicolaescu & Keith Corona - UCSB                                                            S, CC, C/U, IEP 
                  
This presentation focuses on two distinct writing-based activities aimed at developing students’ 
creativity. The first activity will guide participants in using model sentences from mentor texts 
to encourage students to notice and emulate various sentence structures and use of descriptive 
imagery. The other activity demonstrates a collaborative student writing project in the form of 
a digital magazine in which students engage in researching topics of interest, compiling their 
article content, and peer editing. 
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Session 3   1:30 – 2:15                 Location:  Room H306                                                 45 min 

 
TESOL in the Virtual World                       
Workshop         
By:  Aubrie Amstutz – UCSB                                                                                                  E, S, A, IC, G 

Virtual learning is increasing in popularity with access to technology. How can technology best 
be used to increase engagement and improve access among distance learners? We will 
consider the pros and cons of virtual environments, apps such as Duolingo, and online teaching 
with consideration given to learning styles, ease of access, and affordability. Additionally, we’ll 
explore what types of online teaching opportunities are out there, and how best to choose one 
that suits your interest. 

Language Level: beginning 

       

Session 3   1:30 – 2:15                 Location:  Room H307    *Double Session*              90 min                          

 
ESL Pronunciation: What Actually Works  
Workshop 
By:  Bonnie Blakley - SBCC   Non-Credit   ESL                   S, A, CC, C/U, IEP, G 
 
What have I learned after 30+ years of teaching ESL pronunciation? I think I’ve finally figured it 
out! Help your students be more comprehensible. As well as techniques for specific, 
troublesome sounds and words, help your students communicate in English by learning to use 
their mouth muscles more like we do and to change their intonation.    
 
 
 
Session 4   2:30 – 3:15                  Location:  Room H304                                                      45 min    

 
Energize! Low Prep, High Impact Activities to Infuse Movement into Any Classroom 
Workshop 
By:  Marcus Van - Ventura Adult and CE                                                           E, S, A, CC, IEP, IC, G, NNL                  
 
Every teacher wants to activate their students’ desires and abilities to learn and stay motivated 
in class. However, many of us are already carrying a full load, so we cannot always spend 
copious amounts of time on preparation. The following workshop will present several low prep 
but high impact activities to intersperse movement throughout every lesson to keep students’ 
energy levels optimal. 
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Session 4   2:30 – 3:15                 Location: Room H305                45 min 

 
Ink Responsibility: Avoiding Plagiarism in College Level Writing                          
Workshop                                                  
By:  Randall Rightmire and John Robertson - UCSB                        S, CC, C/U, IEP                                           

 
Students in advanced academic writing courses often struggle to respond to reading 
assignments and incorporate research into their own writing while honoring proprietary 
knowledge. By providing opportunities to develop self-confidence through practice of all stages 
of the writing process, instructors can help students create essays of an appropriate degree of 
sophistication while avoiding plagiarism. Workshop topics will include: distinguishing 
proprietary knowledge vs common knowledge vs the writer’s own distinct ideas; forming 
discussion groups; implementing effective peer revision; broadening vocabulary; fostering 
originality, creativity, and voice; grading rubrics. 
 
 

 

Session 4   2:30 – 3:15                  Location:  Room H306                45 min 

 
Using Fables to Teach Reading and Writing 
Workshop 
By:  Kathy Koupai - East Los Angeles College                            E, S, A, CC, IC, C/U, IEP, G, TEL    
      
 Slow and steady wins the race: The Tortoise and the Hare and other Greek fables are an 
excellent way to keep our students interested in reading and writing in English. Using an 
Aesop’s Fables booklet and a free online website called Tales with Morals, I will show you how 
to use fables to teach beginning and intermediate students more about reading 
comprehension, vocabulary development and writing simple sentences to express their 
thoughts and opinions. This is an easy, 20 to 30 minute lesson that you can use every day in 
your teaching practice. 
 
 

 
 

Legend: Below is the key to identifying educational levels for presentations. 
 

Levels: 
E = Elementary 
S = Secondary 
A = Adult 
CC = Community College 
C/U = College/University 
IEP = Intensive English Program 
G = General 
IC = Intercultural Communications 
TEL = Technology-Enhanced Language Learning 
NNL = Non-native Language Educators’ Issues 
TEW = Teaching English in the Workplace 
 


